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CostaBlancaPeople MEDIA PACK 2016

The CostaBlancaPeople delivers vital local regional and national news to the South Costa
Blanca’s most important English speaking expat audiences. Connecting our readers to
local businesses through the Costa Blanca People’s print, digital and social media
platforms and prominent live awards events.

This presents unparalleled advertising and sponsorship opportunities for brands looking
to reach relevant consumers and alignment with the highest quality local content.

The reach you need
The audience you want
Many newspapers in the area promise multi edition deals offering businesses promotion
across a 500km radius or more. We don’t. We offer our clients blanket local coverage,
meaning that when one of our readers picks up a copy of CostaBlancaPeople, they are
part of the same community as the local businesses they see in our pages ‐ and are more
likely to spend their money in this area. After all, if you own a restaurant, bar, florist,
estate agent or car garage, it is unlikely that a client will come all the way from Malaga
just to see your wares. By focusing our distribution on the southern Costa Blanca, the
CostaBlancaPeople has ensured that it is the most widely read local newspaper in this
area by far with more copies distributed per square kilometre than any other title in this
region.

The news and information you
need
For an insighful view of the Costa Blanca community, the
CostaBlancaPeople is second to none. For more than twelve years,
our readers have expected their newspaper to provide the most
thorough news and information. Our team of reporters ensure that
the English speaking community on the coast are well informed
about events, culture, news, politics and the issues affecting expats.
We are the people’s newspaper and value our place at the heart of
the community.

Local team
The CostaBlancaPeople’s most prized asset is our team. We are
proud to work with dedicated and enthusiastic professionals ‐all of
whom are passionate about the product we produce on a weekly
basis. Our strength is in knowing what our clients want and putting
this into practice in order to meet advertising objectives. Coupled
with our dedication to keeping the English speaking public informed
and up to date, our core principle is to remain a community
newspaper at the heart of every home and business on the
southern Costa Blanca.
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Claire Richards, Managing Director
Claire joined the CostaBlancaPeople in March 2006 and
brought with her a wealth of newspaper experience after
working for a highly respected regional newspaper group in the

UK for over fourteen years. Since taking on the role of Managing
Director, Claire has spearheaded a number of initiatives at the

CostaBlancaPeople including the annual Pride of Spain Awards, the
Culinary awards and a variety of fundraising events for local charity organisations.  
With Claire at the helm, the CostaBlancaPeople has continued to grow and thrive
and is now among the most widely read and respected titles on the Southern Costa
Blanca.
In her spare time Claire enjoys spending quality time with her three children Jack,
Lucy and Charlie, her husband Paul and his family, and her parents who also reside
in Spain.
Contact Claire on 607 031 113 or at claire@costablancapeople.com

Aoife Leddy, Editor
Aoife has been with the CostaBlancaPeople team for over
eleven years and in that time has steered the paper from a 48

page local paper to a well respected publication, often
numbering 120 pages.  The editorial scope includes a vast range

of current affairs and informative pieces as well as local news and
events.  Aoife’s background is in Public Relations where she worked as consultant
for Ireland’s second largest PR consultancy, representing clients such as the
Department of the Environment.
Having also worked freelance for newspapers and magazines in Ireland and Spain
over the last eleven years, and pulling a fair few pints here and there in between,
Aoife lives with her husband, Paul and her two children, Paddy and Ruby. Aoife
enjoys reading, singing and watching anything with Johnny Depp in it.
Contact Aoife on 607 050 482 or at aoife@costablancapeople.com

Malcolm Winstanley, Sales Director
Malcolm was born in Barnsley, South Yorkshire. He is married to
Barbara and has two grown sons and six grandchildren. Malcolm
has, for many years, worked for International companies in sales,

such as Schweppes and KP Foods.  He then moved to Mansfield
brewery licensed division and as he explains delightedly, “What a job, I

was being paid to visit pubs!”
Eventually, Mal started his own business and having sold it at a profit, moved to
Spain in January 2005 and started working for the CostaBlancaPeople almost
straight away.
Contact Malcolm on 667 196 351 or at mal@costablancapeople.com

Mireille Toddington, Deputy Editor
Mireille is a senior media and PR professional with more than 25

years’ experience gained in UK market‐leading PR agencies, in‐
house positions and through her own consultancy. She has cre‐
ated and implemented national, regional and local campaigns for
financial, corporate, consumer and B2B accounts for multi‐na‐

tional companies and leading high street brands.
Since moving to Spain ten years ago Mireille has carved out a suc‐

cessful career in regional journalism. During that time she has worked for several
newspapers and magazines here on the Costa Blanca and the Costa del Sol, as
well as working in local TV and radio as a programme presenter.
Contact Mireille on 637 456 781 or at mireille@costablancapeople.com

Meet the Team

The CostaBlancaPeople’s most prized asset is our team.  A dedicated and enthusiastic group, we make every effort to ensure our clients are happy with the
service we provide. Our strength is in knowing what our clients want and putting that into practice in order to meet advertising objectives.
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Meet the Team

DESIGN: Our design professionals are properly educated, trained
and qualified in their field.  They are artistic, creative, intelligent and
practical and are there to ensure that you get the most ‘bang for
your buck’, whatever your branding or budget

EDITORIAL: Our editorial team members are among the most
experienced English language journalists in Spain.  Educated,
unbiased and with their finger on the pulse, our team ensures that
your advertisement is surrounded by quality news and features ‐
the beating heart of any worthy newspaper

SALES: Our sales executives are your representatives within the
paper.  Their focus is on customer services; their priority is your
satisfaction.  We don’t just want to win your business ‐ we want to
keep your business.  After all, if your business is thriving ‐ so is ours!

EXPERIENCE: Our Managing Director has over 20 years experience
in newspapers, having started her career at the Yorkshire Post, one
of the UK’s most prominent regional newspapers. From our Editor
to our graphic designers, we share almost 100 years experience in
the media and publishing.  We are not just business people who
have established ourselves in the newspaper world ‐ we are
newspaper‐people through and through. Over our years of working
in the industry, we have gleaned thorough experience and industry
knowledge ‐ we are happy to share it with you.    
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The CostaBlancaPeople is a weekly English‐language newspaper, out every Tuesday, based on the southern Costa Blanca. Our pagination
ranges between 72 and 120 pages each week, featuring a carefully balanced mix of local, national and   

We also carry features on living in Spain ‐ a vital guide for the expat on the Costa Blanca, as well as select UK/TV listings and regular columns
from local experts offering advice on computers, relationships, gardening, travel, finance, parenting, skincare,  health and more.

We have a weekly circulation of 25,000 newspapers in the Southern Costa Blanca and can sensibly estimate our readership well surpasses
85,000 making us the most popular local newspaper in the region.

The CostaBlancaPeople has been established on the Costa Blanca since 2004 and we are proud to be known as “the people’s paper”.  

The CostaBlancaPeople: an overview

international news.
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A new name for a new era
In 2015, we rebranded the newspaper
and changed its name to the
CostaBlancaPeople. We felt it was time
to move forward and the new name
reflects our ethos, our readership and
our position within the community as
the people’s paper. The rebrand was
well received and following the
changeover, many clients, friends and
community leaders wished us well with
the new brand. The messages and many
other testimonials can be read in
Appendix 1: Testimonials.

Signature events
The CostaBlancaPeople offers a series
of annual events available for
sponsorship. Sponsors receive
significant exposure through a variety of
promotional channels supporting the
events.

The Pride of Spain Awards, the Culinary
Awards and the Health and Beauty
Awards are well supported local
initiatives that put the community in
touch with humanitarian and business
ambassadors in the region. We are
proud of these events and importance
they have within the local community.

Success story

Results from our recent
survey
Hobbies and Interests
• 63% of CostaBlancaPeople readers eat out regularly – are you getting their

business?
• Travel agent? 57% of CostaBlancaPeople readers list travel among their favourite

pastimes ‐ make sure they book their next holiday with you by advertising on our
travel pages.

• Two out of every five CostaBlancaPeople readers enjoys gardening as a regular
hobby ‐ reach out to our green fingered friends in the CostaBlancaPeople every
week for just €25.

• Two thirds of CostaBlancaPeople readers own a PC or Laptop ‐ ensure you get
their business by advertising on our computer pages for just €25 per week.

• One in three CostaBlancaPeople readers is a pet owner. Can your business cater
for their needs? Tell them in the CostaBlancaPeople for just €25 per week.

• 84% of CostaBlancaPeople readers have British TV. Which means they’ll be
reading the CostaBlancaPeople’s TV guide. Find out how you can make it happen
for 

• 50% of CostaBlancaPeople readers surveyed own a car or van.  That’s a lot of oil
changes. Advertise your garage on our motoring pages for as little as €25 per
week.

• 95% of CostaBlancaPeople readers surveyed are homeowners. That’s a lot of
painting, decorating, drips to fix, shelves to be put up, guttering to attach… make
sure your service is seen, for just €25 per week.

CostaBlancaPeople
• We are number 1! In a recent survey, the CostaBlancaPeople was listed as the

NUMBER ONE weekly read!
• In a recent survey, 90% of people asked said they regularly choose the

CostaBlancaPeople

“Whenever you
see a successful

business, someone
once made a
courageous

decision.”
PETER F. DRUCKER

just €25 per week.
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CostaBlancaPeople Culinary Awards
Now in its seventh year, the CostaBlancaPeople Culinary Awards is an annual gala event
featuring the crème de la crème of dining establishments on the Costa Blanca.  With
categories such as Best Fine Dining Restaurant, Best Indian Restaurant, Best European
Restaurant and more, the CostaBlancaPeople Culinary Awards offers an unequalled
platform for promotion of local eateries, chefs and suppliers. The CostaBlancaPeople
Culinary Awards is a true highlight of the annual gastronomic calendar.

CostaBlancaPeople Pride of Spain Awards
Launched in 2007, the CostaBlancaPeople Pride of Spain Awards recognise the unsung
heroes of the expat and Spanish communities here on the Costa Blanca.  Rewarding
individuals, groups and businesses for bravery, fundraising, excellence in standards and
much more, the CostaBlancaPeople Pride of Spain Awards is our highest profile annual
event.  The awards take place each Autumn in a glittering awards evening.

CostaBlancaPeople Health & Beauty Awards
For six years, the CostaBlancaPeople Health & Beauty Awards is the only event of its kind
to recognise the health, beauty and wellness industry.

Brand extensions
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Exciting sponsorship and branding opportunities exist across the
CostaBlancaPeople events spectrum. To find out more about how to
publicise your business or service directly to those with true spending
power, why not call the CostaBlancaPeople now on 96 670 10 60.
Alternatively, you can request a media pack for any of the above events by
emailing claire@costablancapeople.com

2016 Sponsorship Packages

CostaBlancaPeople Culinary Awards

CostaBlancaPeople Pride of Spain
Awards

CostaBlancaPeople Health & Beauty
Awards

Advertising opportunities

CALL US FOR DETAILS ON THESE
EXCITING SPONSORSHIP

OPPORTUNITIES ON 966 701 060
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Appendix 1: Testimonials

“Viva TV wish the CostaBlancaPeople all the very best with their new name, new look
local newspaper.  Keep up the great journalism guys and ´Power To The People!”

“We wish you all the best for your new chapter of CostaBlancaPeople. We have been
advertising on a regular basis and are very pleased with your service and the response
from the advertising we have done during this past last year. Best of luck from all of
us at face2face.”

“Casa La Pedrera, The Grand Design House, is proud to continue to work with Claire,
Aoife and her team. Their standard of excellence ensures that not only do they deliver
a fantastic quality product but they deliver the results!   I look forward to many more
issues in the future.”  Jenni Ray, Casa La Pedrera

“We have always had very good service  and I would recommend any business thinking
of advertising to give it a go with this paper. The sales staff are very friendly and helpful.
We wish the team all the best with their new name CostaBlancaPeople and firmly
believe that it will go from strength to strength.” Georgie, Bob and all the team at The
Royal Oak

“We are into our fourth year of continuous advertising. We achieve enquires on a
regular basis and find members of the team to be second to none. Best of luck with the
rebranding and we look forward to working with you in the future.” Graeme Callaghan
Pension Services. www.gcqrops.com

“The Emerald Isle La Florida have been advertising with this newspaper for the past
twelve years. We have found dealing with their Sales Representatives and Graphic
Designers to be pleasant and uncomplicated. We have also found their rates to be
very competitive. The coverage of  the CostaBlancaPeople is such that we can reach
out to returning and potential customers from Orihuela Costa to Torrevieja and
beyond. As an advertising medium this newspaper is second to none and we will
continue to support it regardless of name change. Yours Sincerely, Paul Moran,
Managing Director.”

“A great newspaper and a friendly team. Our business has gone from strength to
strength since we advertised in the CostaBlancaPeople.” Mark Harrison, Managing
Director, Seagate 

“Having previously advertised in other local papers and realising that a change was
needed for our particular business we decided to give the CostaBlancaPeople a go.
Well I can honestly say that we have had excellent responses over the last 12 months
and have won some good direct sales as a result of the advertising we have done. I
would like to thank Claire and especially Malcolm for their continued professionalism

and hard work in making our campaign a great success! Many thanks and keep up the hard work.
Mark Vincent (Director).” Vincent Real Estate, Benijófar

“We had an immediate response from the first week we started advertising in the
CostaBlancaPeople, with sales in the first week more than covering the cost of the whole contract
we agreed. A very professionally run newspaper, and we look forward to continuing on through the
years.” Fred Lowe, the Furniture Store

“I currently place campaigns in the CostaBlancaPeople for clients such as AXA, Monarch Airlines and
Golden Leaves. I am always happy with the results and have excellent feedback from my clients.  In
terms of customer service, Claire and her team are always on the ball and willing to help in any way
they can. I am glad to recommend the CostaBlancaPeople as an excellent advertising and publicity
medium.” Stuart Smith, Managing Director, SSM Global Media

“At Moneycorp we have been offering trusted foreign exchange services for over thirty years and
traded over £10bn last year alone on behalf of our clients.  We are a world leader in foreign exchange
services and a global operation.  As such, we expect results from our advertising and I can safely say
that with the CostaBlancaPeople, this is what we get.  Results.  The CostaBlancaPeople fits our
publicity needs perfectly, we get a great return on our investment (after all, that is why anyone is in
business!) and the CostaBlancaPeople team is professional, friendly and a pleasure to deal with.
Such is our satisfaction with our involvement with the CostaBlancaPeople, Moneycorp has
undertaken additional publicity strategies with them, such as the sponsorship of the
CostaBlancaPeople Culinary Awards and CostaBlancaPeople Pride of Spain Awards. We also work
closely with Claire and the team with fundraising and assistance for the EMAUS orphanage  it is
important to us at Moneycorp that we deal with like minded businesses that, like ourselves, have a
social conscience and are giving something back to the community.
I would definitely recommend that your business  whatever the size and scope of your operation 
gives the CostaBlancaPeople a try for your advertising, graphic design and publicity needs.  Quite
simply, it works." Norman Marks, Moneycorp
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“Please carry on your excellent work providing British residents and visitors with
interesting and useful news and other info. Your service to the British community
is much appreciated  by all.”  British Embassy, Madrid

“…a very important and respected source for the unbiased dissemination of public
information to your readers within this area.” Elliot Sampford, CostaBlancaPeople
reader

“The CostaBlancaPeople is such a useful tool in working towards the integration
of the English speaking community resident in here in cosmopolitan Torrevieja.
Every Tuesday, the CostaBlancaPeople offers news and information which is
essential to those who need to be kept informed of what is happening around
them, in the English language. But, more than just a weekly newspaper, the
CostaBlancaPeople has become an integral part of our local community,
working towards a greater understanding and unity, promoting and
participating in such special events as the Pride of Spain Awards, the Christmas
Carols in the Square or the summer Beach Party and, at the same time, raising
many thousands of much needed Euros for the benefit of others.” Graham
Knight, Former Director, Oficina de Atención al Residente Internacional,
Ayuntamiento de Torrevieja.

“Your articles are always informative and relevant to help us understand how
things work in Spain and you have been a great advocate for promoting local
businesses, so thank you."  Annette Bray, CostaBlancaPeople reader

“I love the CostaBlancaPeople and miss it when I am back in the UK.” Michele
Tarr, CostaBlancaPeople reader

“Definitely the best free paper in the Torrevieja area  constantly improving.”
Peter Joseph Langan, CostaBlancaPeople reader

“Love your newspaper!  Just got back from our holiday home in Cabo Roig 
can’t wait to go back!” Clare Mullen, CostaBlancaPeople reader

“Excellent production that keeps me informed.” James Hennessy,
CostaBlancaPeople reader

Testimonials (cont.)
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Albatera
Almoradi /Algorfa
Benimar
Benijófar
Callosa de Segura
Campoverde
Catral
Daya Nueva
Dolores
El Galan
Entre Naranjos
Flamenca Beach
Formentera
Guardamar
Hondon de los Frailes
Hondon de las Nieves
La Marina
Las Riojas
La Zenia
Los Alcázares
Los Altos
Los Dolses
Los Montesinos
Mil Palmeras
Pilar de la Horadada
Punta Prima
Punta Marina
Quesada
Rojales
San Javier
San Miguel
San Pedro
Torre de la Horadada
Torrevieja
Via Park 1, 2, 3 & 4
Villamartin

reachreach

audienceaudience

you need

you want

the

the

Appendix 2: Distribution areas
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Classified Adverts
To book a classified advert call 966 701 060.

The classified section of the CostaBlancaPeople appears in the back half of the
paper and is separated into different headings, or ‘classifications’ such as
Employment, Business Opportunities, Services, Property, etc. A classified
advert can either be a lineage or box advertisement and will appear in
traditional “Classifieds plus” as display advertising. You should place an advert
in this section if you want your advertisement to appear in a categorised
section with other similar adverts. Advertisers use classified sections to sell a
product or service for direct results.

Display Adverts
To book a display advert please email advertising@costablancapeople.com or
call 96 670 10 60 or 667 196 351.

Display adverts are relevant if you have a product or service to sell and you
want to increase sales or footfall immediately or if you are wanting to raise
brand awareness for your company’s products or services. Display adverts
usually appear in the front section, sports and listings sections of the
newspaper and there will be a mixture of unrelated display adverts on these
pages.

WE CAN ACCEPT ARTWORK IN THE FOLLOWING FORMATS:
MEDIA: CD, USB Key, Memory Card (Secure Digital, Multimedia Card,
Compact Flash, XD, Memory Stick).
FORMAT: QuarkXPress, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Acrobat
.EPS, .TIF, .JPEG, .PDF (All formats MUST have fonts embedded)

IMAGE RESOLUTIONS SHOULD BE AS FOLLOWS:
Colour images ‐ must be 300 dpi

PLEASE NOTE: TO ENSURE ALL ADS ARE DESIGNED CORRECTLY AND PLACED
INTO THE NEWSPAPER, DEADLINES MUST BE ADHERED TO. ANY ADS GIVEN
AFTER THE DEADLINE DATE WILL NOT BE PLACED IN THE ISSUE REQUESTED.

Deadlines are as follows: New advertisements  ‐ Wednesday 12 noon
Amendments to existing advertisements ‐ Wednesday 4pm

AD DELIVERY DETAILS: Calle Azul, Centro Comercial 9‐10, Ciudad Quesada,
Rojales 03170. (We are located beside the Easy Horse Care charity shop  and the
Simply Doors showroom).

PLEASE NOTE WE CANNOT ACCEPT ARTWORK IN THE FOLLOWING
FORMATS: Floppy disks, Microsoft Word documents, Microsoft Publisher
files, Microsoft Powerpoint files, Microsoft Excel files, Gifs, Corel Draw files

These formats will not be accepted and cannot be inserted into the newspaper
under any circumstances due to poor quality images. Word documents are not
finished artwork and require a complete rebuild, therefore, are not acceptable.

Also, please note that any flattened image sent in by a client cannot be
manipulated.
Any changes must be made by the client and the image re‐sent to the
CostaBlancaPeople.

Finished artwork can be emailed to advertising@costablancapeople.com

Appendix 3: How to advertise
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Registered office
Calle Azul, Centro Comercial 9‐10
Ciudad Quesada
Rojales 03170

Tel.96 670 10 60  or 966 725 968 
office@costablancapeople.com
www.costablancapeople.com
Facebook: thecostablancapeople 
Twitter: @CBlancaPeople

Bank details
IBAN: ES12 3005 0050 0223 1914 4917
Account Holder:  Claire Louise Richards
NIF No.: X6230025‐S

Depósito Legal: A 763‐2015

Contact details
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